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Author explores the darkness of power and greed in his new novel: 

The Sheriff: The Dark Side of Good. 

San Antonio, TX – April 30, 2015 - Its 1839 and Thomas – a good man and his 

beautiful life inspiring wife – Margaret travel to a nearby small town to attend the 

wedding of his sister Elizabeth. She is about to marry the most powerful man of the 

region – Sheriff Josef Roberts. Thomas is suspicious of the sheriff. Thomas finds that his 

suspicions of the sheriff are correct when he overhears the sheriff talking privately with 

some men. As Thomas’s life circumstances change, the allure of the sheriff’s darkness 

becomes intoxicating. As he crosses the fine line between lightness and darkness, the 

power, greed, and revenge motivate and inspire him. Are the people in his life enough to 

keep the darkness from creeping in? Are they enough to keep the darkness of greed and 

revenge from consuming his soul? Can his sister, Elizabeth keep the people she loves 

safe? Can any good come out of darkness? Elizabeth believes that her son will be ok if 

she just keeps the darkness out. Follow Josef, Elizabeth, Thomas and Margaret as they 

traverse a life full of contrast, drama and growth. 

The Sheriff is a genuinely captivating story that holds the 

reader’s attention to the very end. An exceptional story, The Sheriff 

is highly recommended  

About the Author 

Roger Mendoza lives in the outskirts of his birth town of San Antonio Texas. Retired 

now, he worked as a Software Engineer in the aerospace industry for thirty-six years. 

Roger has always had an interest in understanding the philosophy of life - why people act 

the way they do, why some people choose a life of crime while others choose a lighter 

path, and how we all fit into the grander scheme of life itself. He has a fascination for 

unusual phenomena – the most being the drama of life itself. It still amazes him why so 

much drama fills the life of his friends and family. Perhaps the drama itself sparks the 

imagination and brings his characters to life. 
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